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TECHNICAL DATASHEET of the
"STUCCO MARMORINO PLUS WATERPROOF "
-

Description: stucco for interior decoration.

-

Main Characteristics:
• super-shine: the Marmorino Plus Waterproof gives a mirror-like surface
• waterproof: wall treated with this stucco can be cleaned with water and liquid soap
OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

-

Ready to use: no need to mix it with other products.

-

Odorless: it can be applied in any season, even with closed windows.

-

Fireproof: the product is based like our totally natural products on gypsum and water,
with a minor content of synthetic resins to add the waterproof features Our tests
indicate that is fully fireproof. We estimate that the "Nuovo Stucco Lucido Veneziano
Waterproof" will be certified to comply with class 0 (maximum fire resistance).

-

Working temperature: above 5°C.

-

Tools: stainless steel rectangular trowel. The tools size can be changed according to
each application requirements.

-

Tools Cleaning: plain water.

-

Directions for Use: smooth the surface with the “Plaster for Large Surfaces” (see
specific datasheet); let each coat of plaster dry up for about 1 hour, smooth with
sandpaper n. 180/220 and remove the dust with a dry brush. After a couple of hours
apply one coat of “Background for Waterproof” (see specific datasheet). When dried up
apply the first coat of “Stucco Marmorino Plus Waterproof” touching the wall at will with
wide spots, and carefully removing any stucco runnings with a clean tool. After about 2
hours apply the second coat of Marmorino, using the same technique.

-

Hints: apply in spots and remove the stucco completely leaving no thickness.

-

Drying: 2/4 hours, depending on temperature and humidity.

-

Colour: white and 7 base colours, that can be freely mixed: Lemon Yellow, Mint Green,
Tropical Yellow, Smoke Gray, Venetian Red, Sky Blue, Tobacco.

-

Polishing process: the best shining effect is obtained applying the second coat for 3/4
sqm, and while the stucco is still wet, polish the surface repeatedly passing over the
surface with a clean trowel, until the desired shining effect is achieved. Use the trowel
during the polishing action exactly like during the application action; there is no need to
use it diagonally from bottom to top like generally done with synthetic products. Once
dryed up, the shining effect can't be increased.
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-

Maintenance: for cleaning use only water and a mild liquid soap; wait at least three
days from the application; don’t use any type of alchoolic cleaning product.

-

Yield: 15-20 sqm / liter.

-

Manpower: 3-4 sqm/hour of finished wall.

-

Shelf life: unlimited in a fresh room closed in the original container.

IMPORTANT NOTE
• no special tool or technique is required to remove the "Stucco Marmorino Plus
Waterproof”: 2 coats of standard paint are enough to cover the wall.
• never use alchool to clen the walls treated with the "Stucco Marmorino Plus
Waterproof.

